Finite partial quadruple systems can be finitely embedded  by Ganter, Bernhard
0. 
The puq~~re of this rate is to solve t e following prublem which 
was pointed crut to the author by Evans (see, c. . . [2, p. 91): Can eucry 
finite partial !Steiner quadruple systeim (SQS) be trmbedded into a 5&e 
complete SQS? 
As a corollary to CM= theorem, we! can prove &at any *finite Steiner 
triple system (STE) is a subsystem a:f a ST’S which can be der+ed from 
a finite SQS. 
The idea a:f the proof and rhc methods used a~ essentially ‘chose of 
‘Treash [ S], which have already been ex te ded by the au 
For definitions and notations, we refer to Ganter and 
nown and will lx omitted here. 
can be embedded into 
, S) has the property 
399 
and let A h-s 3 finite affine 2-space with the fiollowing properties: 
(a) ~4 contks a hyperplane I-E in which 16 is an indkperident szt of 
points: 
(bji& = 2* IjPJ. 
(IPP, is too small, enlarge it by forming the direct product of (U,, 
with enough kIement SQS’s. I 
It is easy to see that the mapping id, : B -+ H can bw extended t
embedding p : (PC, S) -+ H. W.l.0.g. we assulirle at the pcjint set 0 
is.!& that q = idP , and that /) is a point of A \ 
A plans q of Hetogether with p generates a3-dimensional affine sub- 
space (qI (p}~ of .k/ which has exactly one pkne in Common with A \ 
If yi # + si, ,sj E S, the union of the subsp~es $, {p )j and tii, 11, )) 
contains at least 6 independent points of the set B U {p ). and thus 
spans a subspace of dimension ;& 5. Therc:fore, no two different sub- 
spaces /si, (p}>, (sj, Cr;r)> have a commor7 pllrne. 
Now we USC Lemma I to replace the @antxs of H by @, w~~k~h leads 
to a new SQS, s;~y (,I$ QJ. As the planes si have not been chansed, the 
subsystems $, [p )) sf (A, Q& still have Rio i:ommon plane. 
Thus we can apply Lemma I simultaneously to J1 of them ;jind in- 
terchangc, in each Plato ~f$, (p )>, the paints di and p for all i. 
get a new SQS, say (A, & and. by oi,.tr constructiczn, we halve {p } * 
2 Qe* 
Furthermore, as Q \ (p ) * C Q, \ I”; G Q,, we get Q C UC, which 
) Qe) is a finite completion of (P, Q). 
3. 

